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Slot play gets very unruly in the company of some rather fleecy characters in the 
new Unwooly Riches™! Featuring a mischievous goat character called “Spice” and 
an angelic sheep character called “Sugar”, Unwooly Riches by Konami Gaming, Inc. 
spotlights a playful battle between dark and light forces to win the player’s favor. 
Available on both the for-sale portrait screen DIMENSION 49™ and premium big-
screen DIMENSION 75C™ cabinets, this linked progressive series includes proven 
mechanics from Konami’s popular Stuffed Coins™ series, which has ranked in the 
industry’s “Top Indexing NEW Games - Core, Video Reel” for 9 months and “Top 
Indexing Games - Core (Low Denom, Video Reel)” for 5 months, according to Eilers 
& Krejcik Gaming and Fantini Research. Unwooly Riches is a surprisingly delightful 
and lighthearted game experience with a lot of fresh slot features for players to 
enjoy, including re-spins, double re-spins, free games, super free games, random 
multipliers up to 25x, and more!

Unwooly Riches is a linked progressive jackpot series that combines a 5-reel, 243 Ways 
base game with a wide mix of bonus features including a Re-spin event, Double Up event, 
multipliers, free games, super free games, and jackpot awards. The game’s 1-level linked 
jackpot can be set at $2,500, $5,000, or $10,000 according to operator preference.

GAME PLAY

RANDOM WILDS RE-SPIN EVENT DOUBLE UP EVENT

Anytime a Wild symbol lands on the 
center reel position during primary 

play, there is a chance that the Sugar 
or Spice character may provide a 

random multiplier up to 5x. 

Any 3 more Coin or Wild symbols on the first 3 
reels awards a Re-Spin Event, with the chance 

to collect instant Coin symbol credit prizes.  
All symbols are cleared from the reels except 

Coin symbols and the center Wild symbol, 
and the feature continues so long as at least 

1 symbol continues to land, or until the entire 
reel frame is f illed. If a Wild symbol is on the 
center reel position at the end of the Re-Spin 
Event, it is possible for both Sugar and Spice 
to award up to 5x multipliers—multiplying 

together for wins up to 25x!

During the Re-Spin Event, it is also 
possible for a Wild symbol on the center 

reel position to award a “Double Up” 
bonus reel frame. In this event, the entire 

current reel frame is duplicated above 
the primary reel frame, along with the 

current Coin symbol prizes. After the 
Double Up bonus reel frame is copied, 
both reel frames continue the Re-Spin 
feature independently, but with even 

greater total win potential.
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GAME THEME COMPATIBILITY
Unwooly Riches is available with 2 debut base games, both of which combine compatibility under the same 1-level link.   

A compatible complement to Unwooly Riches Sugar, Unwooly Riches 
Spice has a more fiery disposition. During the free game event, the 
center Wild Symbol can appear more frequently, and stacks of high-
value Coin Symbols can appear.

Unwooly Riches Sugar is a nod to the angelic sheep character with 
calming blue tones. It features its own, original free game bonus. 

Any 3 or more scatter symbols award free games, where the player 
is granted a persistent Wild in the center symbol position— 

held until the free game feature is completed. 

Unwooly Riches is a multi-denomination game, 
available in 1¢, 2¢, 5¢, and 10¢ options. 

Unwooly Riches has available pod fillers and 
LED sign merchandising with custom animation.

BET CONFIGURATION MERCHANDISING

GAME PLAY CONT.

FREE GAME 
FEATURE

SUPER FREE GAME 
FEATURE

JACKPOT  
FEATURE

Any 3 or more scatter symbols award 
up to 15 free games. During the 

free games, the Re-Spin, Double Up, 
and Super Free Game Events can be 
awarded to players. Additional free 
game bonuses specific to the base 
game are also active through the 

Free Game Feature. 

Anytime during the free games when no symbol 
win occurs with a Wild symbol on the center reel 
position, players can randomly win 5 Super Free 
Games. Coin symbols are guaranteed to appear 

during the Super Free Game Feature, increasing odds 
of the Re-Spin Event. And additional bonus features 

specific to the base game are also enabled. 

Anytime a Wild symbol lands on the 
center reel position during primary play 
or the free games, there is a chance that 
the linked Grand progressive jackpot or 
standalone Major progressive jackpot 
may be awarded. The static Minor and 
Mini awards are available to redeem as 
random Coin symbol prizes during the 

Re-Spin and Double Up Events.
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DIMENSIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS

CONTACT YOUR KONAMI 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE  
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Konami Gaming, Inc. 
585 Konami Circle 
Las Vegas NV, 89119

866.KGI.INFO 
www.konamigaming.com
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